ISLAM: EXTREMISM AND MODERATION
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Islam has, for many years now, been torn between radical fundamentalist groups and the more intellectually moderate groups. With both groups claiming to follow the true Islam, an individual may have a difficult time in practicing one’s faith.

The ambition of this essay will be to investigate some of the major differences between the movements, more specifically the Wahhabi/Salafi movement practiced in Saudi Arabia and the more moderate approach emphasized by numerous Islamic Scholars. Grappling with these issues in my own search for the authentic Islam, this essay will provide a view of both sides with an attempt to justify the moderate position over the strict, literalist one. The intention is to show why the moderate intellectual position is more rooted in Islamic principles and values than the monotonous fanatic position. Due to the many sects, some with more extreme positions like the Khawarij alongside the more rational such as the Mu’tazilites, I decided it would be an enlightening task to break down both sides and challenge the history of both.

“O you who believe, be custodians of Justice and bear witness before God, even if against yourself or your family or you relatives.”¹ There are many ways an individual can interpret this text. Some may see it as a call to battle corruption such as extremism and oppression, while on the other hand some may see it as a means of enforcing their own oppression on the vulnerable, all the while believing that they are the custodians of God’s justice on earth.²

With Islam being the second largest religion in the world with some 1.5 billion adherents and being the fastest growing religion in the world, different views and perspectives are inevitable as with other major world religions. Islam has for many

¹Qur’an 4:135.
²Seyyed Hossein Nasr, The Study Quran.
years now been torn between radical fundamentalist groups and more intellectually moderate groups. With both groups claiming to follow the authentic Islam, one may have difficulty in distinguishing which is the correct path. It is unfortunate that in the minds of many non-Muslims today the perception of Islam is an intolerant, oppressive and repulsive religion. The media plays a significant role in this perspective; however, it is also simply a lack of understanding and judgmental attitudes which prevents non-Muslims and Muslims alike from studying history, more particularly, Islamic history which indeed has impacted modern times profoundly.

This essay will show how moderation and intellectualism are more rooted in Islamic values and principles than the non-tolerant extreme positions such as Wahhabism. This will be done by firstly exploring the Wahhabi origins and contemporary issues relating to their beliefs. Furthermore, the concept of moderation in Islam will be elaborated upon along with a glimpse into Islamic intellectualism and finally, the contemporary views of moderate Muslims.

Wahhabism is a movement practiced in Saudi Arabia which emerged in the eighteenth century. The founder of this thought was a man by name of Muhammad bin ʿAbd al-Wahhab (d. 1206/1792). He grew up in a Hanbali family of jurists and his upbringing could be stated as severe and stern. The basic beliefs of the Wahhabis are rooted in the idea that only the first three centuries of Islam could be said to be authentically Islamic to any extent at all. The following period was anything but Islamic and humanity must strive to re-establish this epoch which is also regarded by many as the apparent golden age of Islam.

An issue that must be reflected upon is how and why the Wahhabi movement lasted to our times now? All extreme, infamous Islamic groups that have emerged in recent decades such as the Taliban and al-Qa’ida have derived many of their austere practices from the Wahhabi movement. The reason behind this attractiveness is stated by a scholar of Islamic law who says:

> the spread of ʿAbd al-Wahhab’s thought in the Muslim world had little to do with the thought of the founder of the movement. Much of its missionary success is due to its successful co-optation of archetypal symbolisms of Islamic authenticity and legitimacy.

The above quote implies that it is not simply the teachings of ʿAbd al-Wahhab’s thought that has drawn the attention of so many, but the attractiveness lies in the

---

3Hanbali is one of the four major Sunni Islamic schools of law. The other three being: Hanafi, Maliki and Shafiʿi.
pietistic display. With promoting a strict literalism of religious text, this approach has portrayed a type of religious authenticity. Consequently, extremist groups have also incorporated these methods thinking that they are practicing the original Islam.

Perhaps, the greatest point of critique on the Wahhabi movement can be directed towards its failure to adapt to contemporary issues. The group holds to the past and believes that any type of change is a religious innovation. In other words, change is completely unacceptable. The followers of these movements often bombard fellow Muslims with pedantic claims which at times appear suffocating and frustrating, if not completely illogical. Here are some examples of acts that are forbidden in parts of the Muslim world today: music, singing, and dancing; the giving of flowers; clapping hands in applause; writing novels; shaving one’s beard; keeping or petting dogs, and; standing up in honor of someone. It is important to note that most Muslim countries do not adhere to such practices and tend to lean towards moderation.

Furthermore, other issues include Muslims studying Islam in Western Universities. The extremists claim that Western education systems are deliberately designed to confuse Muslims and will instill doubts in their minds concerning their religion by presenting to students various Shi’a sects or the Mu’tazilite movement. In addition, the Islamic history covered in these schools is a distorted image of what actually happened. There is also the matter of interaction with non-Muslims and the role of woman in Islam. As for the former, it is quite simple, the extremists say that only Muslims have a chance at attaining salvation and indeed only if those Muslims do not oppose their views. As with regards to woman, an abundance of restrictions has been placed concerning various aspects of everyday life. As has been mentioned above most Muslim countries do not follow such practices and lean towards moderation. Most Muslims will concede that these rules and regulations are simply fatuous and illogical. The rest of this essay will speak of how a moderate version of Islam views such categories of life.

The term moderation has been used frequently in this essay and will now be explicated. Moderation does not mean abandoning the traditions of old and simply adhering to the normative of contemporary life. Rather, moderation is flourishing in the world, with the advancements brought forth, while also establishing the Islamic etiquette of character, morals, and ethics. Numerous reports attributed to

8The Shi’a sect is the second largest in Islam, comprising about 15% of the Muslims in the world. Followers of this movement reject the first three successors to the Prophet Muhammad and claim that the position rightly belonged to the Prophet’s cousin Ali ibn Abi Talib.
9The Mu’tazila was a school of Islamic theology, who emphasized the use of reason and rationality.
10El Fadl, 159.
the Prophet Muhammad mention him as saying that he has come to perfect character and that Islam is rooted in morality and ethics which includes interaction with one’s children, spouse, co-workers and fellow non-Muslims. The notion of an Islamic golden age which Muslims must strive to rejuvenate must be re-considered. It is illogical to say that God would decree certain immutable principles for humankind to follow at one specific time in history while we are constantly changing and evolving. Rather, moderates say, every age is an age to be cherished and approached intellectually.

“And say, Lord increase me in knowledge.” The role of intellect is imperative in Islam and much emphasis is placed upon the acquisition of knowledge. The Islamic tradition is covered with statements regarding the virtue of knowledge and understanding and condemns ignorance and foolishness. Furthermore, the Qur’an constantly stresses the need for intelligence in deciphering the “signs” or “messages” of God. Muslims are not to abdicate their reason but to look at the world attentively and with curiosity. Considering this, moderates tend to approach the above-mentioned views of the Wahhabi extremist groups differently. For instance, the notions of salvation held by extremist groups, moderates say, are uncharacteristic of an all merciful, loving God. Ultimately the knowledge of who is saved concerning Muslims and non-Muslims belongs solely to God and is not for humans to judge. With regards to woman, moderates believe that the Quran and Sunnah do not place upon woman unrealistic and foolish restrictions. The approach to these concepts, and more, must be broad, inclusive, and progressive, all the while respecting the fundamental rights and freedoms of individuals.

The issue of extremism and moderation is not a new one. The matter dates back to the time after the Prophet Muhammad in which several groups emerged such as the khawarij and Mu’tazilites, each with their own agenda. This essay explored the origins of Wahhabism, and issues relating to their beliefs. Also, the concept of moderation in Islam was explained along with a glimpse into Islamic intellectualism and finally, the contemporary views of moderate Muslims.

The Islamic tradition is replete with the praise of knowledge and warnings against ignorance. The Prophet Muhammad declared scholars to be the inheritors of Prophets and the pursuit of knowledge as the way to paradise. Considering this, universities, scholars and scholarships were brought forth to support this vision. As

\[1\] Qur’an 20:114.
\[4\] Traditions of Prophet Muhammad.
\[6\] The Khawarij were a violent group of extremists who emerged in the first century of Islam, shortly after the death of the Prophet Muhammad.
Muslims sought the divine will they encompassed the richness of God’s creation and the diversity of God’s creatures. The heritage of the Greeks, Persians and Romans were all uncovered by Muslims, and thousands of Muslims travelled all over the world with the singular goal of calling to the beauty of Islam. From math, to philosophy, and science, these fields have been impacted greatly by the seekers of the Divine.\textsuperscript{17} This is the Islamic message, one of justice, compassion, mercy, equality and diversity. Muslims must struggle to confront the ugly with this most beautiful vision. Indeed, that is the jihad Muslims must embark upon. Moderation and intellectualism is more rooted in Islamic values and principles than the non-tolerant extreme positions such as Wahhabism. The Prophet embodied ethics, morals, and character. The emphasis must be placed on these attributes rather than constructing fanciful hotels, shopping centers and one must acknowledge one’s own limitations and frustrations. Ultimately, the vision must be brought back to its rightful path. And that path leads to God. And God is beautiful.

\textsuperscript{17}Khaled Abou El Fadl, \textit{The Search for Beauty in Islam}, 47.
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Moderation in religion means that one does not exaggerate and go beyond the limit set by Allaah, and that one does not neglect it and fail short of the limit set by Allaah. Moderation in religio... I just received, but havenâ€™t yet read Adis Duderijaâ€™s book, Constructing a Religiously Ideal â€œBelieverâ€​ and â€œWomanâ€​ in Islam: Neo-traditional Salafi and Progressive Muslimsâ€™ Methods of Interpretation. In other words like the cartoon of the two extremes in Muhammad Abd-Allahâ€™s answer. Salafis would consider Progressives weak. Extremism is going to either extreme; one side makes the lawful unlawful, and the other end, makes the unlawful lawful. I need to note here that Islam is not about black and white. Indeed, there are very clear matters that do not require questioning, while other issues are more ambiguous. These uncertainties, I believe, are causing division among some Muslims while producing confusion for others. You might be thinking: â€œI know where you are heading.â€​ Islam is the religion of moderation and deviating from its middle course will only divide and confuse us; a path that displeases Allah and pleases Satan. When you hear a doubtful Islamic ruling, always inquire from several Islamic sources. You might be thinking that this will further confuse you because of differences in opinion. â€œDeclaration against Extremismâ€™ document calls on Muslims to fight extremism through positive engagement and constructive communication of theology. The title of this column was the theme of a conference held on November 2 at the Islamic Center of Southern California in the city of Los Angeles, California. The centreâ€™s mission is working towards practicing and presenting Islam in the United States of America by providing religious, educational and social activities for Muslims and non-Muslims, as well as to develop and promote a socially responsible Muslim-American identity. It also seeks to integrate Muslim-Americans in the pluralistic American society. Islamophobia has been on an unchecked rise since the September 11, 2001 incident. In Islam Peace is the standard, it is the principle, and each person of faith has the moral obligation to maintain peace, without compromising on justice and truth. Islam invites to the subul as-salaam (pathway of peace); peace of mind, peace of conscience, peace in the family and society, peace with one's Creator and His creation. One of the attributes of the Divine is As-Salaam (The Source of Peace) and Muslim greeting universally, upon meeting and departing, is as-salamu 'alaykum or "peace be unto you". [Qur'an 2:143] It is the absence of the balance provided by wasatiyyah (moderation) that extremism creeps in. Intolerance Whence? Islam is a religion of moderation. It stands for the middle-path. It opposes every form of excess and extremism. Its principles and laws are based on a natural system of balance, appealing across cultural, ethnic and geographical boundaries. Some commandments of the Quran and the Prophetâ€™s practice on the same issues appear, on the face of it, to be, in some cases, particularly forceful, and, in other cases, unexpectedly soft and flexible. This is because these Quranic verses and Hadith statements have their own particular background and context, addressing particular persons or groups. This is in accordance with the wisdom and demands of the Islamic missionary imperative and the needs of the law. As the noted jurist Allama Shatibi notes in his book Al-Moafaqat